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ABSTRACT 
A new forward-backward sweeping parabolized Navier-Stokes algorithm has been developed 
to efficiently compute supersonic/hypersonic flowfields with embedded separated regions. The 
algorithm splits the streamwise flux vector using the Steger-Warming method and employs 
multiple forward/backward sweeps of the flowfield in order to duplicate the results that would 
be obtained with the complete Navier-Stokes equations. The forward/backward sweeping 
of the flowfield significantly reduces the number of iterations required over previous iterative 
parabolized Navier-Stokes algorithms. Once a separated flow region is computed, the algorithm 
returns to the usual forward-space-marching mode until the next separated flow region is 
encountered. The new algorithm has been applied to three separated flow test cases consisting 
of flow over a compression ramp and two flows over a hollow-cylinder-flare geometry. The 
present numerical results are in excellent agreement with complete Navier-Stokes computations 
and experimental data. In addition, the new algorithm has been extended to efficiently compute 
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flows in the low magnetic Reynolds number regime. In this 
regime, the electrical conductivity is low and the induced magnetic field is negligible compared 
to the applied magnetic field. This allows the MHD effects to be modeled by introducing 
source terms into the governing equations. Turbulence has been included by modifying the 
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model to account for MHD effects. The new algorithm with MHD 
effects included has been used to compute both laminar and turbulent, supersonic, MHD flows 
over flat plates, and 3-D supersonic viscous flows in an experimental MHD channel. The new 
algorithms have been successfully incorporated into NASA's parabolized Navier-Stokes (UPS) 
code. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Numerical Algorithm 
Supersonic/hypersonic separated flowfields are normally computed using a complete Navier-
Stokes (NS) solver. Recently, a new numerical approach has been developed [1-5] that itera-
tively solves the parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) equations. In this approach, the standard 
single-sweep PNS method is used to march the solution in the streamwise direction in re­
gions where there are negligible upstream influences. In regions where upstream influences 
are present (such as near flow separations), the governing equations are solved using multiple 
streamwise sweeps in order to duplicate the results that would be obtained with the complete 
NS equations. As a result of this approach, an entire flowfield can be computed much more 
efficiently (in terms of computer time and storage) than with a standard NS solver which 
marches the entire solution in time using the time-dependent approach. 
Two iterative PNS algorithms (called IPNS and TIPNS) have been developed previously. 
The IPNS (iterative PNS) algorithm [1-3] splits the streamwise flux vector using the Vigneron 
splitting [6] and can be applied to flows with moderate upstream influences and small stream-
wise separated regions. The TIPNS (time iterative PNS) algorithm [4,5] splits the streamwise 
flux vector using the Steger-Warming splitting [7] and may retain the time derivative terms. 
The TIPNS algorithm can be used to compute flows with strong upstream influences includ­
ing large streamwise separated regions. The TIPNS approach has been used to successfully 
compute hypersonic separated flows over 2-D compression ramps [8], and axisymmetric hollow-
cylinder-flare geometries. [9] 
In the previous IPNS/TIPNS algorithms, forward space marching is used exclusively to 
iterate the regions with significant upstream influence. Since the flowfield is predominantly 
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supersonic in a typical application, the majority of the acoustic information is propagated 
downstream. Hence, the choice of using a forward sweep iteration is a natural one, and it also 
provides a very straightforward method of extending the already robust PNS framework. With 
this approach, however, the upstream influence can only be propagated one streamwise station 
per iteration. In many cases this does not pose a serious problem because the regions with 
upstream influence are relatively small compared to the overall size of the solution domain. 
On the other hand, if the relative size of the upstream influence region is large, the forward 
sweep TIPNS method requires a significant number of iterations to converge. Therefore, it is 
desirable to design a scheme such that the upstream influence is propagated much faster while 
maintaining the current PNS/IPNS/TIPNS-type space-marching structure. 
In the present study, the TIPNS method has been extended to permit forward/backward 
alternating direction marching. In this approach, the iterated region is computed using forward 
and backward sweeps, alternating the marching direction after every global sweep (iteration). 
By incorporating backward sweeping in the process, upstream influences are propagated over 
the entire iterated region in a single sweep. This in turn results in a significant acceleration 
of the convergence of the solution. Previous attempts [10-12] at accelerating the convergence 
of multiple-sweep PNS methods have produced limited results and are not as efficient as the 
present approach. In the approach of Barnett and Davis [10], only the pressure is propagated 
during the backward sweep. In Refs. [11] and [12], the solution is iterated in time at every 
streamwise station (during each sweep) which significantly increases the computation time. 
The new forward-backward sweeping iterative PNS (FBIPNS) algorithm has been applied 
to three separated flow test cases. These test cases include the 2-D supersonic laminar flow over 
an 8 degree compression ramp and two hypersonic laminar flows over an axisymmetric hollow-
cylinder-flare geometry [13]. The present numerical results are compared with results obtained 
using the OVERFLOW [14] and LAURA [15] Navier-Stokes codes and with experimental 
results obtained by Holden [13]. 
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1.2 Magnetohy drody namics 
Flowfields involving magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effects have typically been computed 
[16-25] by solving the complete Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations for fluid flow in conjunction with 
Maxwell's equations of electromagnetodynamics. When chemistry and turbulence effects are 
also included, the computational effort required to solve the resulting coupled system of partial 
differential equations is extremely formidable. One possible remedy to this problem is to use 
the parabolized Navier-Stokes equations in place of the NS equations. The PNS equations 
can be used to compute three-dimensional, supersonic viscous flowfields in a very efficient 
manner [26]. This efficiency is achieved because the equations can be solved using a space-
marching technique as opposed to the time-marching technique that is normally employed for 
the complete NS equations. 
Recently, the present author has developed a PNS code to solve supersonic MHD flowfields 
in the high magnetic Reynolds number regime [27]. This code is based on NASA's upwind PNS 
(UPS) code which was originally developed by Lawrence et al. [28]. The UPS code solves the 
PNS equations using a fully conservative, finite-volume approach in a general nonorthogonal 
coordinate system. The UPS code has been extended to permit the computation of flowfields 
with strong upstream influences. 
The majority of MHD codes that have been developed combine the electromagnetodynamic 
equations with the full Navier-Stokes equations resulting in a complex system of eight scalar 
equations. These codes can theoretically be used for any magnetic Reynolds number which 
is defined as Rem — ae/jeVr00L where ae is the electrical conductivity, )ie is the magnetic 
permeability, Voo is the freestream velocity, and L is the reference length. However, it has 
been shown that as the magnetic Reynolds number is reduced, numerical difficulties are often 
encountered [19]. For many aerospace applications the electrical conductivity of the fluid is low 
and hence the magnetic Reynolds number is small. In these cases, it makes sense to use the low 
magnetic Reynolds number assumption and reduce the complexity of the governing equations. 
In this case, the fluid flow equations are decoupled from the electromagnetic equations, and 
the MHD effects can be modeled with the introduction of source terms into the fluid flow 
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equations. Several investigators [19,23,29-31] have developed N-S codes for the low magnetic 
Reynolds number regime where the induced magnetic field is negligible compared to the applied 
magnetic field. 
In the present study, a new PNS code (based on the UPS code) has been developed to 
compute MHD flows in the low magnetic Reynolds number regime. The MHD effects are 
modeled by introducing the appropriate source terms into the PNS equations. Upstream 
elliptic effects can be accounted for by using multiple streamwise sweeps with either the IPNS, 
TIPNS, or FBIPNS algorithms. Turbulence has been included by modifying the Baldwin-
Lomax turbulence model [32] to account for MHD effects using the approach of Lykoudis [33]. 
The new code has been tested by computing both laminar and turbulent, supersonic MHD flows 
over a flat plate. Comparisons have been made with the previous complete NS computations of 
Dietiker and Hoffmann [30]. In addition, the new code has been used to compute the supersonic 
viscous flow inside a rectangular channel designed for MHD experiments [34]. 
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CHAPTER 2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The governing equations for a viscous MHD flow with a small magnetic Reynolds number 
are given by [30]: 
Continuity equation 
^  +  V ( p V ) = 0  ( 2 . 1 )  
+ V- [pVV+pl] = V-f + J xB (2.2) 
Momentum equation 
a(pv) 
dt  
Energy equation 
+ V • [(pe t+p) V] = V • (V • f) - V • U + E • J (2.3) 
Ohm's law 
J = ae (E + V x B) (2.4) 
where V is the velocity vector, B is the magnetic field vector, E is the electric field vector, 
and J is the conduction current density. The gas is assumed to be either a perfect gas or in 
chemical equilibrium. The curve fits of Srinivasan et al. [35,36] are used for the thermodynamic 
and transport properties of equilibrium air. 
The governing equations are nondimensionalized using the following reference variables. 
/ = -, = " 
Poo ' Too '  ^ Poof/& oo 
u oo Z^oc V oo H'oo 
TD* f>* f>* X ' ^Z fT* 771* 771* ffir ; Ey, Ez 
6 
Me 
Me 
Meoo 
= 1 , °e = 
<7e 
where the superscript * refers to the nondimensional quantities. In subsequent sections, the 
asterisks are dropped. 
Equations 2.1-2.3 can be written in the following flux vector form: 
au dEk dFi dG i 
dt  dx  ^  dy  ^  dz  H ^ 1 ^ h OMHD 
(2.6) dx  dy  dz  
where U is the vector of dependent variables and EJ, FT and G, are the inviscid flux vectors, 
and E„, F-,, and Gv are the viscous flux vectors. The source term SMHD contains all of the 
MHD effects. The flux vectors are given by 
l  T  
u = 
E,; = 
E„ 
pu 2  +p 
puv 
puw 
(pe t  + p)u _ 
0 
p, pu, /w, ptu, pe* 
pv 
puv 
F i  = pv 2  + p ) G j  
pvw 
(pe* + p)% 
T, xy 
tlTxx 4" WT-xy W]~xz Qx 
, F, 
pw 
puw 
pvw 
pw 2  + p 
{pe t  + p)w 
0 
Tyx 
Tyy 
Tyz  
U'TyX 4" VTyy WTyZ Qy 
lyx  
yy 
yz  
V-Tyx + VTyy WTyZ Qy 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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S MHD = REN 
0 
B z (E y  + wB x  --  uB z )  
— By(EZ  + tlBy — vB x )  
BX (EZ  + uB y  -- vB x )  
—BZ (EX  + vB z  - wBy) 
B y (E x  + vB z  — wB^) 
~B x (E y  + wB x  — uB z )  
E x (E x  + vB z  — - WBy) 
- \ -E y (Ey + wB x  — uB z )  
~^~E z (E z + UBy — vB x )  
(2.10) 
where 
pe t  = ^ p (u 2  + v 2  + w 2^ + (2.11) 
and 7 can be determined from the curve fits of Srinivasan et al. [35] for an equilibrium air flow 
or is equal to a constant (7) for a frozen or perfect gas flow. The nondimensional shear stresses 
and heat fluxes are defined in the usual manner [26]. 
The governing equations are transformed into computational space and written in a gen­
eralized coordinate system (£,77) as 
1 dU SE SF dG ST O  | OhJ | Or | OKJT i>MHD 
J~dt  +  ~d£ +  +  ÔC =  J  (2.12) 
where 
E /"m -171 \ , /T7I TTI \ , ( ^  J J (EI — E„) + ( — J (FI — F„) + ( — ) (GJ — G„) 
F — ( -YJ (EI - E„) + y j j  (FI — F„) + ) (G, - G v  
G = ( (Ej — Eb) + (Fi — F„) + fy ) (Gj — G v )  
(2.13) 
and J is the Jacobian of the transformation. 
The governing equations are parabolized by dropping the time derivative term and the 
streamwise direction (£) viscous flow terms in the flux vectors. Equation (2.12) can then be 
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rewritten as 
where 
9E dF OG _ SMHD (2.14) 
& E = ^ E, + ^ Fi + 
F = 
G — 
k j j ~ i  1 \ J J ~ '  ' y j .  
y) (E, - K) + (y) (Ff - Fi) + (Y) (G. - GM J (2.15) 
(E, - E^) + (F, - FQ + 0 ) (G, - G(,) 
The prime in the preceding equation indicates that the streamwise viscous flow terms have 
been dropped. 
The E vector is frequently split for PNS applications using the Vigneron parameter u [6]. 
The parameter u is given by 
u! = mm 1, 
l + (7-l)M^ 
where is the local Mach number in the £ direction and fi is a safety factor that accounts 
for non-linearities in the analysis. The E vector can then be written as [26] 
E = E* + Ep = A* U + APU (2.16) 
where 
E* = ^ kj  
w = k j  
pu 
pu2 + up 
puv 
puw 
(E t  +p)u 
0 
(1  -  u)p 
0 
0 
0 
+ J 
pv 
puv 
pv2 + Uip 
pvw 
(E t  +p)v 
+ J 
pw 
puw 
pvw 
pw2 + up 
(E t  +p)w 
O
 
1 o
 
0 0 
4 (1  — u)p 
0 
0 
+ 7 0 
(1 -  u)p 
0 
9 
and 
SE* A* = 
au 
The E vector can also be split based on the eigenvalues [7] of the flux Jacobian <9E/<9U so 
that 
E = E+ + E" = A+U + A~U (2.17) 
where E+ corresponds to the positive eigenvalues and E~ corresponds to the negative eigen­
values. The Jacobians A+ and A" can be readily computed using 
A+ = [T][A+][T]_1 
A' = [T][A"][T]_1 (2.18) 
where [T] is the matrix whose columns are the right eigenvectors of <9E/<9U and [A+] and [A~] 
are diagonal matrices whose elements are the positive and negative eigenvalues, respectively. 
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CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS 
The derivation of the numerical algorithms used in this study are now presented. The 
derivations given here provide details of the streamwise flux differencing and time discretiza­
tions using a finite-volume formulation. 
3.1 PNS Method 
The PNS method [26,37,38] can be used to accurately compute supersonic viscous flows that 
contain no separated regions and produce negligible upstream influence. The PNS equations 
(with MHD effects included) expressed in a general nonorthogonal coordinate system are given 
by Eq. (2.14). 
<9E ÔF dG _ SMHD 
8Ç 8Ç 
where the E vector is split using the Vigneron parameter [6]. 
E = E* + EP (3.1) 
The streamwise flux vectors E* and EP are functions of the metrics (i.e. geometry) desig­
nated by (dS) and the conservative flow variables (U). It is convenient to represent the flux 
vectors at a given station £ using the functional notation given by 
E*+1 = E* (DSI+1,UI+I) 
E?+1 = EP(DSI+1,UI+1) (3.2) 
where the subscript i  + 1 denotes the spatial index (in the £ direction) where the solution is 
currently being computed. The first-order accurate expression for the streamwise gradient can 
then be written as 
f )i+1 = i [<E" - E*>+ K. - O] M 
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The vectors E*+1 and Ef+1 are then spatially linearized in the following manner 
E* 
E?+1 = EP(dSi+i,Ui) + 
dU 
dw(ds i + 1 , \J i  
dU (Uj+i - Uj) (3.4) 
where the Jacobians can be represented by 
A*(d^+i,Ui) = 
#(dS(+i,Ui) = 
dE* (dSi+i.Ui) 
dU 
9EP(dSi+i,U^) 
dU 
After substituting the above linearizations and Jacobians into Eq. (3.3), the expression for 
the streamwise gradient becomes 
^  f E *  ( d S i + 1 , V i ) + A *  (dSi+1, Ui) AUi-Ej+EP (dSi+1, U<)+^ (dSi+1, Uj)-Ef 
V "4 / i+i L 
(3.5) 
where AUj = U,;+i — Uj. By substituting the identities [26] 
E* = A*\Ji 
E*(dS^i,U^) = A*(dS^i,U()U^ 
E pi = A? U, (3.6) 
EP(dS^+i,Uj = AP(dSi+i,Ui)Ui 
into Eq. (3.5) and simplifying terms, the expression for the streamwise gradient becomes 
(^) +i ^ (dSi+i,Uj + ^  (dS^+i,Uj]AU( + [A(dS(+i,U,) - *]UJ (3.7) 
where 
A - A* + AP (3.8) 
When utilizing the PNS algorithm, the term Ap (dSj+i, Uj) AU, is omitted to prevent 
departure solutions. The final discretized form of the PNS equations is obtained by substituting 
Eq.  (3.7)  into Eq.  (2.14)  a long with the l inear ized expressions for  the  f luxes in  the normal  (r j )  
and transverse (() directions. The final expression becomes 
— [A* (dSj+i,Uj)] + — aF(ds,+i,u,) au + 
d 
d(  
aG(ds,+i,u,) 
au 
AU, = RHS 
(3.9) 
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where 
RHS = -^jtA^Si+x.UO-AilUij 
9F(dS^,Ui) gG(dS^,U,) /s^x 
â( +1—A ^ 
Further details of this formulation used in NASA's UPS code can be found in Refs. 16 and 
17. 
3.2 Iterative PNS (IPNS) Method 
For the iterative PNS (IPNS) method, the E vector is split using the Vigneron parameter 
(lj) as given by Eq. 2.16. This parameter does not need to be changed for the present low 
magnetic Reynolds number formulation. In the previous high magnetic Reynolds number 
code [27] it was necessary to modify the Vigneron parameter to account for MHD effects. 
The streamwise derivative of E is then differenced using a forward difference for the "elliptic" 
portion (Ep): 
/a
, _ 
SEX _ 1 
"(E^-E*) + (E^-E^)] (3.11) 
where the subscript ( i  + 1) denotes the spatial index (in the £ direction) where the solution 
2*+1 and E?+1 is currently being computed. The vectors E*. ^  are then linearized in the following 
manner: 
'OE E*+i = E* + ( — ) (Ui+1 - Ui) 
E?+1 = E?+(~) (Ui+1-U0 (3.12) 
SU 
dW\  
d U / .  
The Jacobians can be represented by 
" - ^  
After substituting the above linearizations into Eq. (3.11), the expression for the streamwise 
gradient of E becomes 
d£ ) +1 = Â£ ~~ (U»+i _ Ui) + (Ef+2 - E?) (3-14) 
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The final discretized form of the fluid flow equations with MHD source terms is obtained 
by substituting Eq. (3.14) into Eq. (2.14) along with the linearized expression for the flux in 
the cross flow plane. The final expression becomes: 
LaVa" ~  ^+ +1 (IJ; j 
fc+1 
(U. i+1 Uj)fe+1 = RHS (3.15) 
where 
RHS = (E? )*= - (E^+1 9FX 
dr j  )  ,  lac  j  
fc+i 
+ ^ S m h d j  (3.16) 
and the superscript k+1 denotes the current iteration (i.e. sweep) level. 
3.3 Forward-Backward Sweeping Iterative PNS (FBIPNS) Method 
3.3.1 Forward Sweep 
The FBIPNS approach utilizes the Steger-Warming flux splitting in the streamwise direc­
tion in order to account for upstream effects. In this section, the superscript n +1 will be used 
to denote the iteration level at which the forward-sweep solution is currently being computed. 
The flux vectors are evaluated at (i + 1, n + 1) and the unsteady term is discretized using a 
first-order difference so that Eq. (2.12) becomes 
By adding and subtracting (1/JA*)U"+1, Eq. (3.17) can be written as 
^  f A u r . ) + ( m ~ + i + f i ^ r 1 + r ^ r 1  JAtV ' 
+ <3'18) 
The E vector is now split based on the eigenvalues [7] of <9E/<9U so that 
E = E+ + E" = A+U + A-\J (3.19) 
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The streamwise gradient of E is then discretized using a backward difference for E+ and a 
forward difference for E~. Thus 
n +1 / \ n+l / \ n+l 
(d: 
' d E + \ ' " *  f d  E  
,  Sw  +  v (3.20) 
w 
i+1 
(E+)^1 - (E+)^+'] + [E- (dS,+i, U^g) - E- (dSi, ] j 
The fluxes can be linearized in the following manner 
(E+)^/ = E+(dSi+i,Ur+')+A+(dSi+i,UT+')AUr^ 
= A+ (dSi+i, Uf+1) U"+1 + A+ (dSi+i,U^+1) Au: 
(E+)^ = (A+)^^U?+^ 
n+1 
E" (dSi+i,u: r+ 2) = E (dSi+i,ur+') + (A-)^(u^2 - Un+1>l 1 ) 
= A- (dSi+1, UT+1) + (A-)^i (u^2 - UT+') 
E-(dSi,U?+11) = E~ ^dSj,U"+1) + (A~)"+1 AU"+1 
- (A-)r'ur+' + (A-) n+1 au: •ra+1 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
where AU^+1 = U^1 - Uf+1. 
The final discretized form of the equations used in the forward sweep of the FBIPNS 
approach is obtained by substituting Eq. (3.20) into Eq. (3.18) and using linearizations as 
shown in Eqs. (3.21-3.24). The final expression becomes 
n+1 
+ (dSi+1, U()-A; 
d 
+m, 
àF(dS,+i,U?+') 
dU + 
d_ 
SC 
aG(ds^i,ur+') 
<9U 
>AU"+1 
Ae 
[A (dSi+i, Uj) - A,]"+' + (A-)^i U; i+2  u: n+1 (3.25) 
9F(dSi+i,u; "+1j SG(dS,+|,U»+1) ) (U?« - U?+1) + (5HE)"+1 drf d( J At 
This algorithm for the forward sweep is identical to the TIPNS algorithm and is first-order 
accurate in the streamwise direction and second-order accurate in the crossflow plane. A linear 
stability analysis of this differencing indicates that the first-order method is unconditionally 
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stable for all time steps. This permits an infinite time step to be used (in most cases) which 
drops out the unsteady terms in Eq. (3.25). The time terms were omitted in all the present 
calculations. The streamwise differencing can be extended to second-order accuracy as shown 
in Ref. 4. However, the second-order method does require a finite time step in order to ensure 
stability and also requires substantially more computer time because of the additional terms. 
3.3.2 Backward Sweep 
When marching from downstream to upstream stations, the solution at the i  — 1 station 
is computed with the solutions at the i and i + 1 stations known. This backward sweep can 
be implemented, in a discrete form, as an exact mirror image of the forward-sweep algorithm 
explained in the previous section. Thus, Eq. (2.12) can be discretized as 
n+1 /^TT\ n+l / fin \ n+l /«, \ n+l 
(nn+} - tt" A •+ I — 
J A t  
which, after adding and subtracting (1/JA£)U"+1, becomes 
'9E\ n+1 /ATTN n+l / f » n \  n+l 
= -ii (u"+1 - u?-0 + (5f2)"+' (3-27) 
where A"Up+1 = U^1 - U^+1. 
The discretization of the streamwise flux, E, employs Steger-Warming splitting and similar 
linearizations as used in the forward sweep. 
3E\n+1 _ ZdE+\ ZdE 
wLt  - + v* y 
l 
Âë 
+ M 
(E~)™ + 1  - (E-)"_+/] + [E+ ( d S i ,  U^1) -  E+ (dSi_i,Ur_z) 
The fluxes can be linearized in the following manner 
(E-)"+1 = (A")"+1U^+1 (3.29) 
(E-)^1 = E" (c?Sj_i,U"+1) + A ~  (dSi_!,U"+1) A~U"+1 
=  A "  (dSi_ i ,U^+1) U?+1 +  A ~  (dSj_i,U^+1) A~U™+1 (3.30) 
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E+ (dSi, U^1) = E+ ( d S u  Uf+1) + (A+)"+1 A"Un+1 
= (A+)^+1 U?+1 + (A+)^+1 A"U: n+1 A -TT"+1 
E+ (dSj_i, ur_g) = E+ (dSi_i, + (A+)^_, (u^_2 - ur i) 
= A+ (dSi_i, UT+^) U?+1 + (A+)^_, (ur_2 - uM 
(3.31) 
(3.32) J ^ i  ~r V^1 Vi—1 2 ^i  J 
The final discretized equation for the backward sweep can be obtained by substituting 
Eq. (3.29) into Eq. (3.27) and using the linearizations given by Eqs. (3.29-3.32). The final 
expression becomes 
n+l 1 1 
+ 
JAt A( 
d  
+  ëï  
A t - A -  ( d S j - ^ U  
r1) 
dU 
d _  
OC 
ac (ds^i,ur^) 
au 
-TTn+l >a~u: 
— — [Aj — A(dSj_i,U,)] n+l -jj-n+1 
8F(dSi+i,U?+1) 3G (dS,+i,U; 
(A+)r_, 
n+l\ 
UÏ i -2 u: n+l 
! (U»+1 _ u-_,) + SmhdX 
J ) i  
(3.33) 
n+l 
drj d( JAt 
A byproduct of the forward/backward sweeping scheme is that the streamwise flux terms are 
treated in a more symmetric fashion. Both sweeps have uneven linearizations in the streamwise 
inviscid flux, but when combined in an alternating direction fashion, the truncation error 
introduced by either sweep tends to be counterbalanced by the subsequent sweep in a manner 
reminiscent of alternating direction explicit (ADE) schemes. [26] Thus, the order of accuracy 
of the scheme approaches second-order in the marching direction. 
3.4 Evaluation of MHD Source Terms 
In the preceding discussion, the MHD source term vector, SMHD, IS treated explicitly. For 
exam p l e ,  i n  E q .  3 . 1 0  t h e  s o u r c e  t e r m  v e c t o r  i s  e v a l u a t e d  b y  u s i n g  t h e  v e l o c i t y  a t  t h e  s t a t i o n  i .  
Note that the evaluation of the magnetic and electric field vectors, B and E, is always explicit 
as they are prescribed values for the computation in the low magnetic Reynolds number regime. 
For most cases, this does not degrade the accuracy as the step size, Ax, is fairly small. On 
the other hand, one can also employ a predictor-corrector type method, somewhat analogous 
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to the PNS algorithm for non-equilibrium air chemistry [40]. In this method, the predicted 
velocity is first obtained by evaluating SMHD using the velocity, V,;, at station i, as in Eq. 3.10. 
This predictor step yields the predicted velocity, V-+1, at station i +1. The solution at station 
i + 1 is then recomputed by evaluating SMHD using V-+1. 
3.5 Solution Procedure 
The computations were started at an x  station located at or upstream of the leading edge 
of the body geometry. In the region surrounding the leading edge, upstream effects may be 
important and the FBIPNS algorithm can be used. The regions where the FBIPNS algorithm 
is applied are referred to as iterated regions. The extent of these regions can be determined au­
tomatically for arbitrary 2-D/axisymmetric supersonic flowfields using procedures developed in 
Ref. 19. For the present flowfields, the extent of the iterated regions were determined heuristi-
cally. The PNS method is used to obtain the initial solution in these regions. The convergence 
of the multiple-sweep FBIPNS method is checked by monitoring the RMS residual of U and 
the skin friction after every sweep. Once the solution in the initial iterated region is fully 
converged, the next portion of the fiowfield is computed with the single-sweep PNS method. 
This continues until the beginning of the next iterated region. Hence, each computation is 
broken up into regions of single-sweep PNS and multiple-sweep FBIPNS as shown in Fig. 4.1. 
In the iterated regions, one can either employ forward sweep iteration (i.e. TIPNS) or 
forward/backward alternating direction sweeps (i.e. FBIPNS). In the latter case, the backward 
sweep can be started immediately after the initial PNS solution is obtained. The backward 
sweep is started from the last (most downstream) crossflow plane in the iterated region and 
proceeds until it reaches the upstream end of the region. The forward sweep can then be 
started from the first (most upstream) crossflow plane. At the end of the forward sweep, the 
backward sweep is again used to march upstream, and so on. For cases where obtaining the 
initial PNS solution is difficult, an impulsive start can be used. In this case, the forward sweep 
TIPNS method is used to obtain the initial solution. 
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3.6 Streamwise Boundary Conditions 
When a space-marching sweep reaches the last solution plane in the iterated region, an 
additional crossflow solution plane beyond the last plane must be filled using an appropriate 
boundary condition. The outflow boundary, i.e. the downstream-most plane in the iterated 
region, is computed by using zeroth-order extrapolation from the previous interior station. At 
the inflow boundary, i.e. the upstream-most plane in the region, the solution is fixed with 
initial values. Since the inflow boundary is placed far enough ahead of the region of upstream 
influence, this will not affect the accuracy of the solution. 
3.7 Turbulence Model 
For turbulent flows, the two-layer Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model [32] has been used. 
For MHD flows, the model has been changed to account for MHD effects. This modification 
for MHD flows is due to Lykoudis [33], and only the expression for turbulent viscosity in the 
inner layer is changed. 
3.8 UPS Code 
The 3-D FBIPNS algorithm has been incorporated into NASA's upwind parabolized NS 
(UPS) code originally developed by Lawrence et al. [37,38]. The UPS code solves the parab­
olized Navier-Stokes equations using a fully conservative, finite-volume approach in a general 
nonorthogonal coordinate system. The UPS code was initially developed for perfect gas flows 
and uses an upwind, TVD method based on Roe's approximate Riemann solver [42]. During the 
last several years, the code has been modified to permit the accurate prediction of many types 
of supersonic and hypersonic flows including those in thermo-chemical nonequilibrium. [43] 
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CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The new FBIPNS algorithm has been applied to three separated flow test cases. These test 
cases include the 2-D supersonic laminar flow over an 8° compression ramp and hypersonic 
laminar flows over an axisymmetric hollow-cylinder-flare geometry [13]. The accuracy of the 
present numerical results are compared with results obtained using the OVERFLOW NS code 
[14] and with experimental results obtained by Holden [13]. 
In order to investigate the utility and accuracy of the present approach in solving MHD 
flowfields at low magnetic Reynolds numbers, two additional test cases were computed. The 
supersonic viscous flow in these cases is altered by the presence of the magnetic and electric 
fields which are applied to the flow. The first MHD case corresponds to the case which has 
been studied by Dietiker and Hoffmann [24] using their NS code. The second MHD test case 
corresponds to the flow in the experimental MHD channel that is being tested by Bogdanoff 
et al. [34,44] at NASA Ames Research Center 
4.1 Test Case 1: Supersonic laminar flow over a 8 degree compression 
ramp 
This test case consists of the supersonic laminar flow over a flat plate followed by an 8 
degree compression ramp. The geometry is shown in Fig. 4.1. The perfect gas flow conditions 
are as follows. 
Moo — 3.0 
Re = 1.68 x 105/m 
^ = 216.67 K 
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Tw  = 547.6 K 
7 = 1.4 
and Sutherland's equation for air was used for the coefficient of viscosity. The computations 
were started from freestream conditions at the leading edge, and continued until an x station 
of 2.0 m was reached. The first grid point above the wall was located at 2 x 10-4 m. The height 
of the computational domain measured from the body surface was 1.25 m. The computations 
were initially obtained on a coarse grid consisting of 100 points in the normal (y) direction and 
540 points in the streamwise (x) direction in the iterated region (.40 m < x < 2.0 m). The 
iterated region was the same for both the TIPNS and FBIPNS calculations. 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show comparisons of the streamwise variation of wall pressure and 
skin-friction coefficients, respectively. The wall pressures computed using the TIPNS and 
FBIPNS methods are in good agreement with the OVERFLOW [14] Navier-Stokes solution. 
The computed skin friction results in Fig. 4.3 show some differences with the OVERFLOW 
results near the separated region. The differences are due to the streamwise accuracy of the 
present TIPNS and FBIPNS methods. The first-order accurate TIPNS results show the most 
error while the nearly second-order accurate FBIPNS results agree much closer to the second-
order OVERFLOW results. It has been shown in Ref. 4, that the second-order accurate TIPNS 
method produces results that are identical to the OVERFLOW results. However, the second-
order TIPNS method requires substantially more computer time than the present FBIPNS 
method. 
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Figure 4.1 Compression ramp configuration. 
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Figure 4.2 Streamwise wall pressure coefficient variation for 8 degree com­
pression ramp. 
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The forward-sweep TIPNS algorithm requires the use of a much finer grid in the stream-
wise direction to approach the OVERFLOW NS solution. In a typical PNS computation, 
the streamwise grid spacing is finer than that used in time-dependent NS solvers such as 
OVERFLOW. This is due in part to the first-order streamwise accuracy and also the stability 
constraint. However, the finer streamwise step size used in the PNS/TIPNS computations does 
not require significant increases in computer time due to the efficiency of the space marching 
algorithm, and it has been shown in previous studies [3,4], that the overall computational 
time required for the forward-sweep TIPNS method is much less than time-dependent NS 
computations. Further decreases in the computational time can be achieved by using the 
present forward-backward space marching algorithm since a coarser grid can be used. For 
the present test case, the OVERFLOW NS calculation required 124 minutes of CPU time on 
a DEC Alphastation 500/400, the TIPNS calculation required 54 minutes, and the FBIPNS 
calculation required 26 minutes. These results were obtained using the same coarse grid for 
each calculation. 
Figure 4.4 shows the convergence history of the forward-only (i.e. TIPNS) and forward-
backward (i.e. FBIPNS) computations on the coarse grid. The FBIPNS algorithm clearly 
improves the convergence rate. Along with the previous observation that the TIPNS algorithm 
requires finer streamwise grid spacing, this translates to a significant savings in computational 
time. 
A grid refinement study (see Fig. 4.5) indicates that further refinement of the coarse grid 
did not change the FBIPNS results. However, the TIPNS results do improve somewhat as the 
grid is refined and approach the coarse grid FBIPNS results [4], The first grid point off the 
wall is located at 2.0 x 10~4 m, 1.0 x 10~4 m, and 0.5 x 10~4 m, respectively, for the three grids. 
In addition, a study was conducted to determine the approximate accuracy of the FBIPNS 
scheme in the marching direction (z). Using two Richardson extrapolations in conjunction 
with the computed results from three grids (with grid spacings A, 2A, 4A) it can be shown 
that the order of accuracy (n) of a numerical scheme is given by 
-Q(2A)-Q(4A)-
n  —  In Q(A) - Q(2A) J /ln(2) (4.1) 
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where (5(A), Q ( 2A), Q ( 4 A )  represent the numerical solutions of a flow quantity computed at 
a given point with grid spacings of A, 2A, and 4A, respectively. For the present study, the 
wall pressures were computed using the grids (267 x 200), (534 x 200), and (1068 x 200) and 
were compared at common grid points. The value of n was then computed at each grid point 
using Eq. (4.1). The average value for n (the order of accuracy in the x direction) was found 
to be 1.90 which approaches second-order accuracy (n = 2) as previously stated. 
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Figure 4.3 Streamwise skin-friction variation for 8 degree compression 
ramp. 
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Figure 4.4 Convergence history for 8 degree compression ramp computa­
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4.2 Test Case 2: Hypersonic laminar flow over a hollow cylinder-flare 
The hypersonic laminar flow over a hollow cylinder-flare test case has been computed using 
the TIPNS and FBIPNS algorithms. The numerical test case corresponds to Holden's [13] 
experimental test case, Run 11. The experimental tests were conducted using a nitrogen 
freestream to remove the effects of flowfleld chemistry. Two different geometric configurations 
were tested including an extended flare geometry (see Fig. 4.6) and a truncated flare geometry. 
Only the external flow over the extended flare geometry was computed in the present study. 
Preliminary calculations made during this study indicate that the internal flow has no affect 
on the external flow. 
The geometric dimensions of the body are given in Ref. [13] The following flow parameters 
were used in the perfect gas numerical calculations: 
Poo = 19.37 N/m2 
Poo = 5.065 x 10-4 kg/m3 
7^, = 128.9 K 
Voo = 2609 m/s 
mqo — 11-28 
Reoo = 151,960/m 
Pr = 0.71 
7 = 1.4 
Tw = 297.2 K 
A = 296.7 m^K 
The freestream density, temperature, and velocity match exactly the test conditions given by 
Holden. The coefficient of viscosity was computed using Sutherland's equation for nitrogen 
rp3/2  
^ = 1'3998 x 10-6 ïtmët (n's/m2> 
and the coefficient of thermal conductivity was computed by assuming a constant Prandtl 
number. 
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Figure 4.6 Hollow cylinder-flare configuration. 
The present test case was computed using several different grids to ensure grid indepen­
dence. The most refined grid, which was used to obtain the present results, is now described. 
The first iterated region (which straddles the leading edge) starts at x/L = —0.01 and ends at 
x/L = 0.05. The streamwise grid spacing, Ax, was 1.0 x 10~5 m at both inflow and outflow 
boundaries of the region, and is clustered using linear interpolation centered at the leading 
e d g e ,  x / L  =  0 ,  a t  w h i c h  A x  =  1 . 0  x  1 0 - 7  m .  T h e  n o r m a l  g r i d  s p a c i n g  a t  t h e  w a l l ,  A y ,  
was 1.0 x 10~7 m at i/L = 0, and 1.0 x 10~6 m at x/L = 0.05. The normal grid spacing 
at the wall was kept at 1.0 x 10-6 m for the remainder of the flowfleld. Within both PNS 
regions (see Fig. 4.6) the streamwise spacing was Ax = 1.0 x 10~4 m. The grid for the second 
iterated region, which starts at x/L = 0.68 and ends at x/L = 1.63, contained 3800 points 
in the streamwise direction and 300 in the normal direction. The streamwise grid spacing 
was 4.0 x 10~5 m. The regions of iteration were the same for both the TIPNS and FBIPNS 
calculations. 
Figures 4.7-4.9 show the results for the wall pressure coefficient, the Stanton number, 
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and the skin friction coefficient variations in the streamwise direction. The coefficients are 
computed as follows. 
P-Poo  
w2 
Qw 
W3 
T-w 
W2 
where qw is the heat transfer rate at the wall and rw is the wall skin friction. A small separated 
region is induced by the flare as seen in Fig. 4.9. The TIPNS and FBIPNS methods produce 
nearly identical results for this case because of the small separated region. Both methods 
agree closely with the experimental data of Holden [13]. In fact, in a "blind" code validation 
study [45] presented at the 39th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, the present results [9] agreed 
closer to the experimental data than did the other 4 numerical (3 NS and 1 Direct Simulation 
Monte Carlo) calculations. The accuracy of the experimental measurements [13] are +3% for 
wall pressure and +5% for heat transfer. A plot of the computed Mach number contours is 
shown in Fig. 4.10. 
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Figure 4.8 Stanton number variation for Test Case 2. 
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Figure 4.10 Mach number contours for Test Case 2. 
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4.3 Test Case 3: Hypersonic laminar flow over a hollow cylinder-flare 
This case corresponds to Holden's experimental Run 14. The geometric configuration is 
identical to Test Case 2. The flow parameters are as follows: 
Poo = 36.76 N/m2 
Poo = 7.9369 x 10~4 kg/: 
Too = 156.1 K 
Voo = 2432 m/s 
Moo = 9.55 
Reoo = 180,890/m 
P r  = 0.71 
7 = 1.4 
Tw = 295.6 K 
R = 296.7 m^K 
As with the previous case, the freestream density, temperature, and velocity match exactly the 
test conditions given by Holden. The grid used in the present calculation is identical to the 
previous case except that the second iterated region extended from x/L = 0.49 to x/L = 1.63. 
Figures 4.11-4.13 show the wall pressure coefficient, the Stanton number, and the skin-
friction variations in the streamwise direction. As is evident in Fig. 4.13, the separated region 
for this case is significantly larger than the previous case. The FBIPNS results show a slightly 
larger separated region than given by the TIPNS calculation. Both FBIPNS and TIPNS 
results predict a smaller separation region than is indicated by Holden's experimental results. 
For comparison, the Navier-Stokes results computed by Gnoffo [15] using the LAURA code 
are also included in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12. Gnoffo's numerical results are very similar to the 
FBIPNS/TIPNS results. The computed Mach number contours are shown in Fig. 4.14. 
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4.4 Test Case 4: Supersonic laminar and turbulent flow over a flat plate 
with applied magnetic field 
In this test case, the supersonic, laminar and turbulent flow over a flat plate with an applied 
magnetic field is computed. This case corresponds to the fiat plate case computed previously 
by Dietiker and Hoffmann [30] using the full NS equations. A strong magnetic field is applied 
normal to the flow as shown in Fig. 4.15. The dimensional flow parameters for this test case 
were: 
moo = 2.0 
Poo = 1.076 x 10^ N/m^ 
Too = 300 K 
Jkoo = 3.75 x 10^ 
7 = 1.4 
L = 0.08 m 
ae — 800 mho/m 
The plate was assumed to be an adiabatic wall and a perfect gas flow was assumed. The 
magnetic Reynolds number (based on the length of the plate) is 0.056 and can be considered 
to be in the small magnetic Reynolds number regime. The normal magnetic field component 
(By) ranges in value from 0.0 to 1.2 T. The magnitude of the magnetic field can be represented 
by the parameter m which is defined [30] by 
m = Ûfc (4 2) 
and has units of (1/m). For B y  = 1.2 T, m  is equal to 1.33. 
A highly stretched grid consisting of 50 points in the normal direction was used to compute 
this case. The first point off the wall was located at 2 x 10~7 m. Initially, the flow was assumed 
laminar and several values of By ranging from 0.0 (no magnetic field) to 1.2 T were used. The 
velocity and temperature profiles at x = 0.06 m are shown in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 for By — 0.0 T, 
1.0 T, and 1.2 T. The velocity profiles are compared to the NS results of Dietiker and Hoffmann 
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in Fig. 4.16 and show excellent agreement. The magnetic field generates a Lorentz force which 
acts in a direction opposite to the flow. Thus, the flow is decelerated as the magnetic field is 
increased as seen in Fig. 4.16. For By = 1.2 T the flow is slightly separated. The temperature 
profiles cannot be compared at this time since no temperature data are given in Ref. [30]. 
The turbulent flow over the flat plate was then computed using the modified Baldwin-
Lomax turbulence model that accounts for MHD effects. The flow was assumed laminar prior 
to the point (x — 0.04 m) where transition from laminar to turbulent flow was triggered. Again, 
several values of By ranging from 0.0 to 1.2 T were used in the computations. The turbulent 
velocity and temperature profiles at x = 0.06 m are shown in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 for By = 0.0, 
1.0 T, and 1.2 T. The turbulent velocity profiles in Fig. 4.18 are in good agreement with the 
results of Ref. [30]. The variation of skin-friction coefficient is shown in Fig. 4.20. The present 
laminar/turbulent skin-friction variations are compared with the results of Ref. [30] and show 
good agreement. The difference in results near the transition point may be due to the coarse 
grid and smoothing used in Ref. [30]. 
All of the present laminar computations were performed using a single sweep of the flowfield 
except for the separated flow case (By = 1.2 T). For this case as well as for all the turbulent 
cases, multiple sweeps were used to account for upstream effects. 
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Figure 4.18 Turbulent velocity profiles 
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4.5 Test Case 5: Supersonic viscous flow in a rectangular MHD accelerator 
In this test case, the supersonic flow in an experimental MHD channel was simulated. 
This facility is currently in operation at NASA Ames Research Center and is being used by 
D. W. Bogdanoff, C. Park, and U. B. Mehta [34, 44] to study critical technologies related 
to MHD bypass scramjet engines. The channel is about a half meter long and contains a 
nozzle section, a center section, and an accelerator section. The channel has a uniform width 
of 2.03 cm. Magnetic and electric fields can be imposed upon the flow in the accelerator 
section. A schematic of the MHD accelerator section is shown in Fig. 4.21 and the directions 
of the applied electric and magnetic fields are indicated as well. A vertical schematic of the 
experimental MHD channel is shown in Fig. 4.22, a horizontal schematic is shown in Fig. 4.23. 
This test case was previously computed by R. W. MacCormack [25] using the full N-S 
equations coupled with the electromagnetodynamic equations. The electrical conductivity 
in his calculations was set at 1.0 x 105 mho/m resulting in a very large magnetic Reynolds 
number. In the present study, the calculations are performed in the low magnetic Reynolds 
number regime using a realistic value of electrical conductivity. Because of flow symmetry, 
only one-fourth of the channel cross section was computed. 
Figure 4.21 Schematic of MHD accelerator section 
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The flow in the nozzle section and the center section was computed using a combination 
of the OVERFLOW code [14] and the present PNS code (without MHD effects). The initial 
conditions for the nozzle (flow at rest) were: 
po = 9-7 % 10% n/nf 
r0 = 5560 K 
Tw = 300 K 
The computed flowfleld at the end of the center section was then used as the starting solution 
for the flow calculation of the accelerator section. The MHD parameters used in the accelerator 
section were chosen to match the experimental conditions and were: 
cre = 130, 140 mho/m 
B z  = 0.92 T 
Ey = 4309, 5000, 6000 V/: 
= 0.098 
These conditions roughly correspond to the maximum power case where the acceleration was 
measured to be about 39%, but some parameters were intentionally varied to investigate 
the MHD effects parametrically. The flows were computed for several different electric field 
strengths in order to study the effect of electric energy injected into the flow, as well as two 
different values of electrical conductivity, <re. In the experiment, the voltage applied to the 
electrodes was approximately 140V for the maximum power case, however due to the sheath 
voltage drop, the actual voltage applied to the flow is smaller than the electrode voltage. In 
the experiment, the voltage difference was measured for the central core flow, which was then 
subtracted from the total voltage applied at the electrodes to estimate the voltage drop within 
the sheath and boundary layer [44]. In the present numerical study, the electric field was 
applied at the electrode surface, and was uniform in the normal direction. Since the boundary 
layer is part of the numerical solution, in order to simulate the experimental condition, the 
applied electric field must correspond to the total voltage drop across the electrode surface 
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minus the sheath voltage drop. Unfortunately, it is not a trivial task to measure the sheath 
voltage drop, or the voltage drop across the center core flow and boundary layer. Therefore, 
several different electric fields were chosen in the numerical calculation so that the voltage 
drop across the electrode surface would be between 73 V and 101.6 V. The voltage drop of 73 
V corresponds to E = 4309 V/m and this case essentially assumes zero voltage drop within 
the boundary layer. The voltage drop of 101.9 V corresponds to E = 6000 V/m. Since the 
total voltage applied at the electrodes were measured to be about 140 V in the experiment, 
this condition assumes the sheath voltage drop to be approximately 30 V. In the experiment, 
the electrical conductivity was approximately 130 mho/m for the maximum power case. Since 
the conductivity plays an important role in the acceleration of the flow, it was varied slightly 
to study the effect of electrical conductivity. The acceleration was evaluated by averaging the 
velocity across the channel cross section to be consistent with the experiment where the veloc­
ity was obtained by measuring the voltage generated by the flow at the last and non-powered 
electrode pair, and this procedure inherently involves an averaging of the velocity profile. The 
detail can be found in Ref. [44]. 
The flow in the accelerator section was also computed with no electric or magnetic fields, 
corresponding to the non-powered experimental run by Bogdanoff et al. [44]. The flowfield was 
computed assuming equilibrium air (7 % 1.25). The flow was assumed to be turbulent for the 
entire channel length. The channel wall temperature was assumed to be isothermal since the 
steady flow condition was maintained in the experiment for only about 1 millisecond. 
For the converging-diverging nozzle preceding the square channel, a highly stretched grid 
consisting of 130 x 50 x 50 grid points was used. The normal grid spacing at the wall was 
2 x 10-6 m. For the space-marching calculation of the square channel, the grid consisting of 
80 points in both the y and z directions was used and the normal grid spacing at the wall was 
1 x 10~5 m. 
Figure 4.24 shows the velocity vector plot in the accelerator section for <je = 130 mho/m 
and E = 0, i.e. non-powered case. Figure 4.25 shows the velocity vector plot for ae = 130 
mho/m and E = 6000 V/m. Figure 4.27 shows the streamwise variation of static pressure for 
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the ae = 130 mho/m case, along with the experimental values at three data ports. Due to the 
nature of the shock tunnel used to generate the test section condition, there is a fairly large 
variation of the static pressure measured for the several experimental runs. Nevertheless, the 
present numerical values for the static pressure show reasonable agreement. Figure 4.28 shows 
the streamwise variation of averaged velocity for the ae = 130 mho/m case. The acceleration for 
E = 6000 V/m was about 35% in terms of averaged velocity. Figure 4.29 shows the streamwise 
variation of static pressure for ae — 140 mho/m along with the experimental values. Figure 
4.30 shows the stream variation of average velocity for ae — 140 mho/m. Approximately 38% 
of acceleration was achieved for this case, which agrees quite well with the experiment. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A new forward-backward sweeping iterative PNS algorithm, with the capability to compute 
MHD flows in the low magnetic Reynolds number regime, has been developed to significantly 
reduce the computer time and storage required to compute supersonic/hypersonic MHD flow-
fields with embedded separated regions. The new FBIPNS algorithm has been tested by 
applying it to three separated non-MHD flow cases and the numerical results are in excellent 
agreement with full NS computations and experimental data. The three test cases include large 
regions of upstream influence that cover a substantial portion of the computational domain. 
For these cases, the present algorithm will not be substantially faster than a NS solver. On the 
other hand, for typical aerospace vehicle flowfields, where the separated regions encompass a 
small fraction of the total computational domain, the present approach will significantly reduce 
the computer time and storage in comparison to a NS calculation. In addition, the new MHD 
capability has been tested by using the new algorithm to compute both laminar and turbulent, 
supersonic, MHD flows over flat plates and in a rectangular accelerator section. The numerical 
results are in excellent agreement with full NS computations and experimental data. 
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